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  BIBLE NUMBERS IN THE GREAT PYRAMID OF GIZA 

    THE KING’S CHAMBER 

SUMMARY 

In prophetic terms, the King’s Chamber is symbolic of the Millennium. 

In doctrinal terms, the King’s Chamber speaks of the sufficiency of the Blood of Christ to provide three 

things for believers:  peace with God, redemption of the body, and forgiveness of sins.  These principles 

will be illustrated in the Millennium Kingdom when: 

 The lion will lay down with the lamb - the world will be at peace 

 There will be renewal of all living things – people will live to a much older age 

 There will be temple worship in Jerusalem – the sins of the Jews will be forgiven 

The King’s Chamber has a Coffer, a red granite rectangular stone with a compartment cut out.  The 

Coffer is symbolic of the work of Christ at his first coming (interior dimensions), and is also symbolic of 

the world wide victory of Christ at his second coming (exterior dimensions) at the end of the Great 

Tribulation. 

LENGTH OF THE ROYAL CUBIT 

For the purpose of all pyramid dimensions, the Royal Cubit (RC) is taken to be 20.6066 Pyramid 

Inches (P”).1  A Pyramid Inch is equal to 1.0011 British Inches2.  The Royal Cubit is not a whole 

number because its calibration is based on the square root of π and the number of days in a 

year, which has a trailing decimal.3  This assumption of the length of a Royal Cubit is critical to 

determining Pyramid dimensions for purposes of interpreting spiritual numbers.  The fact the 

dimensions of the King’s Chamber (see below) are WHOLE numbers using the proposed 

definition of the length of the Royal Cubit lends credence to that assumption. 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 Multiplying 20.6066 by 1.0011 this equals 20.6293 British Inches (B”) which compares well to Sir Isaac Newton’s 

figure of 20.63 B”, and Professor Petrie’s estimate of 20.634 B”. 
2
 According to the New Imperial Standard 1855.  In 1959 the British inch was recalibrated to match 2.54 cm exactly. 

3
 Specifically, there were 365.242822 days for the duration of a Winter Solstice in 2560 BC.  Rounding this to 

365.243 and multiplying by 100 we get 36,524.3 Pyramid Inches in the base perimeter of the Great Pyramid, or 
9,131.075 P” per base side.  Dividing this number by 443.113627 we get the Royal Cubit equals 20.6066 P”.  The 
number 443.113267 is the length of the short side of the triangle of with hypotenuse 1000 which has acute angle 
equal to the rate of rise in the Ascending Chamber (26°18’9.73”).  443.113267 is equal to 250 x Square Root of π.  
See “The Great Pyramid of Giza” by Eckhart R. Schmitz.  www.thegreatpyramidof giza.ca 

http://www.thegreatpyramid/
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THE KING’S CHAMBER 

The dimensions are: 

Length (L)     = 412.21 P” = 20.00 RC 

Width (W)    = 206.07 P” = 10.00 RC 

Height (H)    = 230.40 P” = 11.18 RC 

Short Wall Diagonal4 (D1)  = 309.11 P” = 15.00 RC 

Opposite Corner Diagonal5 (D2) = 515.23 P” = 25.00 RC 

A Pythagorean triangle (relative lengths 3-4-5) is formed by D1, L, and D2 (15-20-25). 

Summing the cubes of those three dimensions: 

NUMERICAL VALUE6 of King’s Chamber =    +    +    =    = 27 x 1,000  ** Amazing! ** 

The King’s Chamber has a ceiling made of immense 70 ton blocks of red granite.  The blocks run 

North to South.  There are seven equally spaced blocks in the center of the ceiling, plus two half 

blocks at each end.  There are eight blocks of total area, but nine distinct blocks appear. 

The King’s Chamber has four walls, and each wall has five rows of blocks from floor to ceiling.  

The number of stones appearing on the North wall is 27, the South wall is 37, the East wall is 18 

and the West wall is 18 for a total of 100 stones appearing. 

SPIRITUAL MEANING OF THE KING’S CHAMBER 

Key spiritual numbers of the King’s Chamber and their meanings:7 

10 =  Law 

15 =  Peace 

20 =  Redemption 

25 = Forgiveness of Sins 

30 =  Blood 

                                                           
4
 From bottom corner to top corner of the short wall. 

5
 From a bottom corner of the room to the top farthest corner on the opposite wall. 

6
 The numerical Value of a room is the sum of the cubes of the dimensions of the largest triangle that fits in it. 

7
 www.biblenumbersforlife.com  Spiritual Number Map 1 - 41 

http://www.biblenumbersforlife.com/
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27 =  Holy Truth 

Spiritual meaning of the King’s Chamber: 

1. The Law (10) is weak (a floor dimension), it cannot accomplish the work of salvation. 

2. Peace (15), Redemption (20), and Forgiveness of Sins (25) come by the Blood (30) 

3. This is the Holy Truth of God (27) 

SYMBOLISM OF STONE FACES IN KING’S CHAMBER 

During the Millennium there will be another satellite orbiting the Earth, a huge cube containing 

the mansions occupied by the raptured saints from the Age of Grace (i.e. those saved prior to 

the Great Tribulation). 

“He measured the city with the rod and found it to be 12,000 stadia in length, and was 

as high and wide as it is long…the nations will walk by its light…there will be no night 

there.” (Rev 21:16,24,25). 

The Holy City, the New Jerusalem will be visible to those who live on Earth during the 

Millenium.  This is why the numbers 8 and 9 appear in the ceiling of the King’s Chamber.  The 

number 8 (total stone area) stands for NEW LIFE and HOLY MAN.  The number 9 (total stone 

faces appearing) means SPIRIT.  Those who have experienced rebirth by the Holy Spirit will 

dwell in the New Jerusalem. 

The 100 stones in the walls of the King’s Chamber stand for the NATIONS of the Earth who will 

come to Jerusalem to PRAISE the Lord in the Millennium.  At the end of the Great Tribulation 

there will be a judgement of the nations and they will be divided as a shepherd divides the 

sheep and the goats.  The sheep nations will enter into the Millennium. 

“Shout for joy all the earth.  Serve the Lord with gladness.  We are His people, the sheep 

of His pasture.  Enter His gates with thanksgiving and His courts with praise.” (Psalm 

100) 

The five levels of stones on each wall points to the GRACE of God.  The nations who enter the 

Tribulation enter into the goodness and richness of God’s provision on Earth. 
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THE KING’S COFFER 

Inside the King’s Chamber was found the King’s Coffer, a moveable rectangular stone made of 

rare red granite with a hollowed out rectangular compartment inside.  There was no lid found, 

but the King’s Coffer has grooves for a lid. 

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:  

                           Pyramid “ Royal Cubits  

Length (L)     = 77.97 P” = 3.784 RC 

Width (W)    = 26.78 P” = 1.300 RC 

Height (H)    = 34.38 P” = 1.669 RC 

Short Wall Diagonal  (D1)  = 43.58 P” = 2.115 RC  

 Longest Corner Diagonal  (D2) = 89.33 P” = 4.335 RC  

Volume of Interior of Coffer = 8.205 cubic Royal Cubits, round to 8. 

NUMERICAL VALUE8 (NV) of Interior of Coffer = 145.01, or round to 145 Royal Cubits (RC). 

The ratio of the NV of King’s Chamber to NV of Interior of Coffer = 140.6, or round to 141. 

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:9  

Length (L)     = 88.6449 P” = 4.3018 RC 

Width (W)    = 38.0811 P” = 1.8480 RC 

Height (H)    = 40.8605 P” = 1.9829 RC 

Short Wall Diagonal  (D1)  = 55.8548 P” = 2.7105 RC 

 Longest Corner Diagonal  (D2) = 104.7744 P” = 5.0845 RC 

Volume of Exterior of Coffer = 15.7633, or round to 16 Royal Cubits10 

Numerical Value (NV) of Exterior of Coffer = 230.97, or round to 231 Royal Cubits (RC). 

The ratio of the NV of King’s Chamber to NV of Interior of Coffer = 67.7, or round to 68.11 

                                                           
8
 NV is equal to the sum of the cubes of the three dimensions of the longest right angle triangle in the room. 

9
 The exterior of the King’s Coffer is very roughly cut.  There are saw marks and the surface is uneven. 

10
 Because of the roughness of the exterior of the King’s Coffer a rounding from 15.8 to 16 is inside error tolerance. 
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SPIRITUAL MEANING OF THE INTERIOR OF KING’S COFFER 

The spiritual numbers connected to the INTERIOR of the King’s Coffer:  ** Wow! ** 

     8 = NEW MAN / HOLY MAN12 

   14 = SALVATION / DELIVERANCE13      

   17 = VICTORY14     

   19 = FAITH15 

   27 =  HOLY TRUTH16 

   61 = MESSIAH17      

   71 = PROPHET18 

   72 =  EVANGELIST19 

   78 = HEALING20      

   81 = GOD’S HOLY TRUTH21    

 141 = GOD’S SELF – ABASEMENT22    

 145 = COMPASSION23     

The interior of the King’s Coffer is a glorious picture of Jesus Christ, the MESSIAH (61) who left 

heaven’s glory, and took the form of a man and became obedient to death even death on a 

cross.  The memorial to this magnanimous act of GOD’S SELF-ABASEMENT (141) will be 

perpetual to all generations.  His death on the cross brought us SALVATION (14), VICTORY (17) 

over sin, which we appropriate by FAITH (19).  The hallmark of Jesus’ life was his limitless 

COMPASSION (145).  He was always willing to HEAL (78) wherever He saw faith.   Jesus was the 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
11

 Because of the roughness of the exterior of the King’s Coffer a rounding from 67.7 to 68 is inside error tolerance. 
12

 Interior Volume of Coffer in Royal Cubits = 8.2, round to 8 
13

 Interior Inner Length of Coffer in squared Royal Cubits = 14.3, round to 14 
14

 Interior Base Diagonal of Coffer in squared Royal Cubits = 17.1, round to 17 
15

 Interior Longest Diagonal of Coffer in squared Royal Cubits = 18.8, round to 19 
16

 Interior Width of Coffer in Pyramid Inches = 26.78, round to 27 
17

 Sum of Cubes of Interior Height, Length, Width in cubic Royal Cubits = 61.02, round to 61 
18

 Interior Base Diagonal of Coffer in cubed Royal Cubits = 70.73, round to 71 
19

 Volume of Interior of Coffer in Pyramid Inches = 71.797.  Divide by 1,000 = 71.8. round to 72 
20

 Interior Length of Coffer in Pyramid Inches = 78.0 
21

 Interior Longest Diagonal of Coffer in cubed Royal Cubits = 81.46, round to 81 
22

 Ratio of Numerical Value of King’s Chamber to Numerical Value of Interior of King’s Coffer 
23

 Numerical Value of Interior of King’s Coffer 
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incarnate version of GOD’S HOLY TRUTH (81), every word He spoke was an utterance from the 

mouth of God.  In fact, His name is the Word of God.  In the apostle John’s words: 

“The Word became flesh and lived for a while among us.  We have seen His glory, the 

glory of the one and only Son, who came from the Father full of grace and truth.” (1:14) 

The King’s Coffer without a lid is also symbolic of the Open Tomb, the exclamation point which 

tells everyone everywhere for all time that the life and death of Jesus was from God. 

SPIRITUAL MEANING OF THE EXTERIOR OF THE KING’S COFFER:24 

 16 = SACRIFICE  

 68 = WORLD (4) VICTORY (17)    [68 = 4 x 17] 

 231 = BINDING (3) of the FALSE PROPHET (77)  [231 = 3 x 77] 

The interior of the King’s Coffer speaks of the perfection of the work of Christ, the exterior of 

the King’s Coffer speaks of the purpose of the work of Christ. 

“For God so loved the world that he gave His only begotten son, that whosoever 

believes in Him would not perish but have everlasting life.” (John 3:16) 

God made a SACRIFICE (16) by giving His only begotten son.  The reason is that God loves the 

world.  When salvation was accomplished, it was a WORLD VICTORY (68).  Our doctrine of 

salvation is that the offering of Christ was sufficient to save anyone in the whole world who 

repents and believes. 

The number 231 connects the exterior of the King’s Coffer to the Millennium.  At the end of the 

Tribulation, the FALSE PROPHET (77) will be captured and punished: 

“But the Beast was captured and with him the False Prophet…the two of them were 

thrown alive into the fiery lake of burning sulfur” (Rev 19:20,21) 

The exterior of the King’s Coffer is also a memorial to the victory over Satan in the Tribulation 

which resulted in the BINDING [CAPTURE] OF THE FALSE PROPHET (77) and a WORLD WIDE 

VICTORY (68).   

The meaning of the exterior dimensions of the King’s Coffer proves the King’s Chamber is 

symbolic in prophetic time of the Millennial Kingdom.  The Tribulation is finished, the Kingdom 

of God reigns over all the Earth.  This is supported by the location of the King’s Chamber, which 

                                                           
24

 For the spiritual meanings of Bible numbers, please refer to www.biblenumbersforlife.com 

http://www.biblenumbersforlife.com/
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is after the Ante Chamber, which itself is symbolic of the Tribulation (please refer to the paper 

discussing the Ante Chamber). 

Spiritual lessons gained from the exterior of the King’s Coffer: 

1. The purpose of God in the sacrifice of Christ was to save the world 

2. In its spiritual sense, that sinners can be saved from personal sins when they believe 

3. In the literal sense, that the physical world will be liberated from Satan and sin 

4. This confirms that the King’s Chamber is symbolic of the Millennial Kingdom 

 

 

 

FINAL NOTES: 

 

Note 1 – Connection of King’s Coffer to the Volume of the Earth 

There is a theory25 that the volume of the King’s Coffer with lid when multiplied by the 

astronomical scalar (4.32) of the Great Pyramid is directly proportional to the volume of the 

Earth by a factor of     .  This is based on the assumption the height of the Coffer with lid 

produces an angle relative to the length of the Coffer equal to the angle of the Ascending 

Passage.  If this theory is correct, there is final definitive evidence the Coffer is symbolic of the 

world.  The open compartment representing the Open Tomb of Christ would complete the 

picture of God’s love for the world.  

 

Note 2 – Why Triangles and Triple Sums of Triangle Dimensions Cubed Are Significant 

Great Pyramid measures involve a lot of triangles and cubes.  A triangle has three sides in one 

continuous shape. This suggests the builder and architect of the Great Pyramid, Almighty God, 

is a trinity, a three-in-one.  Since He is three persons he expresses truth in threes.  This agrees 

with the Spiritual Number Map presentation where spiritual numbers are grouped in threes to 

show a higher meaning. 

 

                                                           
25

 Eckhart Schmitz, “The Great Pyramid of Giza”,www.thegreatpyramidofgiza.ca, section [35]. 


